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6Creating a Form 
on a Web Page

Objectives
You will have mastered the material in this chapter when you can:

Defi ne terms related to forms• 

Describe the different form controls • 
and their uses

Use the <form> </form> tags• 

Use the <input/> tag• 

Create a text box• 

Create check boxes• 

Create a selection menu with • 
multiple options

Use the <select> tag• 

Use the <option> tag• 

Create radio buttons• 

Create a textarea box• 

Create a Submit button• 

Create a Reset button• 

Use the <fi eldset> and <legend> • 
tags to group form information
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Introduction
The goal of the projects completed thus far has been to present information to Web site 
visitors. In this chapter, you learn how to get information from Web site visitors by adding 
a form for user input.

Using a Web page form for user input reduces the potential for errors because 
customers enter data or select options from the form included directly on the Web page. 
A form has input fi elds to remind users to enter information and limits choices to valid 
options to avoid incorrect data entry. Forms provide an easy way to collect needed infor-
mation from Web page visitors.

In this chapter, you will learn how to use HTML to create a form on a Web page. 
The form will include several controls, including check boxes, a drop-down list, radio 
 buttons, and text boxes. You also will learn to add Submit and Reset buttons that custom-
ers can use to submit the completed form or clear the information previously entered into 
the form. Finally, you will learn to use the <fi eldset> tag to group information on a form 
in a user-friendly way with the <legend> tag, which is used to add labels to the groups 
within the form.

Project — Creating Forms on a Web Page
The Sabatina’s Pizza Web site (Chapter 4) has been a great success. Many customers 
have visited the Web site to review the menu choices. Sabatina’s owners decided to add 
an online order form, but it has been cumbersome for the customers. They have to fol-
low the instructions on the Order Form Web page, print out the form, fi ll in their menu 
item choices, and fax orders in. Although the orders are usually complete, sometimes 
they are missing key information, or the customers request options that are not available. 
Sabatina’s owners ask you if an easier, less error-prone way exists for customers to order 
menu items online.

The Sabatina’s Pizza Order Form Web page is provided in the Data Files for 
Students for this chapter. In this project, you enter HTML tags to modify the text-based 
Order Form Web page that the owner of Sabatina’s Pizza originally created (Figure 6–1a) 
and from it, create a Web-based Order Form, as shown in Figure 6–1b. This page requests 
the same information as the text-based Web page, but is created with a Web-based form 
that allows users to enter data, select options, and then submit the form to the e-mail 
address indicated on the form.

6 Creating a Form 
on a Web Page
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(a)  Sabatina’s text-
based order form.

(b)  Sabatina’s 
Web-based 
order form.
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Overview
As you read this chapter, you will learn how to create the Web page shown in 

Figure 6–1b on the previous page by performing these general tasks:

Enter HTML code into the Notepad++ window.• 
Save the fi le as an HTML fi le.• 
Enter basic HTML tags and add text to the fi le.• 
Insert tags to create a form with several input controls.• 
Create Submit and Reset buttons on the form.• 
Add interest and organization to the form using <fi eldset> and <legend> tags.• 
Add an embedded style sheet to format specifi c elements on a Web page.• 
Save and print the HTML code.• 
Validate, view, and print the Web pages.• 

General Project Guidelines
As you create Web pages, such as the project shown in Figure 6–1 on the previous page, you 
should follow these general guidelines:

1. Plan the Web site. You should plan the information that you hope to collect before you 
begin to write your HTML code. Refer to Table 1–4 on page HTML 15 for information 
on the planning phase of the Web Development Life Cycle. In this phase, you determine 
the purpose of the Web form, identify the users of the form and their computing 
environment, and decide how best to capture the information sought using a Web page.

2. Analyze the need. In the analysis phase of the Web Development Life Cycle, you should 
analyze what content to include in the Web page form. The Web development project 
in this chapter is different than the ones completed in other chapters because it contains 
a form. Part of the analysis phase then includes determining what information to collect 
and the best form input controls to use for this collection.

3. Determine the types of controls to use. The type of information a form is intended to 
gather dictates what controls are used in the form. For instance, in the case in which only 
one option from a list can be selected, you should use the radio button control. In the 
case in which more than one option can be selected, you can use check boxes or selection 
controls. If you want users to be able to add their own comments, you can use a textarea 
box. Most forms use a combination of controls, not just a single type.

4. Establish what other form options are necessary. Form organization is an important 
aspect of Web page form development. You want to be sure that the user understands 
what information to provide. You also want the form to be attractive and easy to use. 
Consider using fi eldset and legend tags to divide the form attractively and segregate 
information into logical subsets.

5. Create the Web page form and links. Once the analysis and design is complete, the Web 
developer creates the Web page form using HTML. Good Web development standard 
practices should be followed in this step. Examples of good practices include utilizing the 
form controls that are appropriate for specifi c needs.

6. Test the Web page form. An important part of Web development is testing to assure 
that you are following XHTML standards. In this book, we use the World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C) validator that allows you to test your Web page and clearly explains 
any errors you have. Additionally when testing, you should verify that all controls work 
as intended. Finally, both the Submit and the Reset buttons should be tested.

When necessary, more specifi c details concerning the above guidelines are presented at 
appropriate points in the chapter. The chapter also will identify the actions performed and 
decisions made regarding these guidelines during the creation of the Web page shown in 
Figure 6–1.

Plan 
Ahead
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Web Page Forms
The Sabatina’s Order Form Web page shown in Figure 6–1b on page HTML 287 shows an 
example of a Web page form designed to request specifi c information from the Web page 
visitor. A Web page form has three main components:

Input controls• 
A <form> tag, which contains the information necessary to process the form• 
A Submit button, which sends the data to be processed• 

Input Controls
An input control is any type of input mechanism on a form. A form may contain 

several different input controls classifi ed as data or text input controls. A data input 
 control can be a radio button (radio), a check box (checkbox), a Submit button (submit), 
a Reset button (reset), or a selection menu (select). A text input control allows the user to 
enter text through the following:

A • text box (text), for small amounts of text
A • textarea box (textarea), for larger amounts of text
A • password text box (password), for entering a password

As shown in Figure 6–1b, the form developed in this chapter uses several different 
data and text input controls.

Of the available input controls, the eight listed in Table 6–1 are used most often in 
form creation.

Table 6–1 Form Input Controls

Control Function Remarks

text •  Creates a single-line fi eld for a relatively 
small amount of text

•  Indicates both the size of the fi eld and the 
total maximum length 

password •  Identical to text boxes used for single-
line data entry

• Echoes (or masks) the entered text as bullets

textarea •  Creates a multiple-line fi eld for a 
relatively large amount of text

•  Indicates the number of rows and columns for 
the area

select •  Creates a drop-down list or menu of 
choices from which a visitor can select an 
option or options

•  Indicates the length of the list in number 
of rows

checkbox •  Creates a single item or a list of items •  Indicates a single item that can be checked 
•  Indicates a list of more than one item that can 

be chosen

radio • Creates a list item • Indicates only one item in a list can be chosen

submit • Submits a form for processing •  Tells the browser to send the data on the form 
to the server

reset • Resets the form • Returns all input controls to the default status

A text control creates a text box that is used for a single line of input (Figure 6–2 
on the next page). The text control has two attributes:

size• , which determines the number of characters that are displayed on the form
maxlength• , which specifi es the maximum length of the input fi eld

Forms
Several HTML guides on 
the Internet discuss the use 
of forms on Web pages. 
Many of these sites are 
created and maintained 
at universities. The guides 
give practical tips on the 
purpose and use of HTML 
tags and attributes. To 
view an HTML guide, use a 
search engine to search for 
the phrase “HTML Guide” 
or a related phrase.

B
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The maximum length of the fi eld may exceed the size of the fi eld that appears on 
the form. For example, consider a fi eld size of three characters and a maximum length of 
nine characters. If a Web page visitor types in more characters than the size of the text 
box (three characters), the characters scroll to the left, to a maximum of nine characters 
entered. For example, this code creates a text box to input the user’s last name:

<p>Last Name: <input name=”lastname” type=”text” size=”25” />

A password control also creates a text box used for a single line of input 
(Figure 6–2), except that the characters entered into the fi eld can appear as asterisks or 
bullets. A password text box holds the password entered by a visitor. The password appears 
as a series of characters, asterisks, or bullets as determined by the Web developer, one per 
character for the password entered. This feature is designed to help protect the visitor’s 
password from being observed by others as it is being entered.

Figure 6–2 Text and password text controls.

password 
text box

text box

one bullet appears 
for each character 
in password

A radio control limits the Web page visitor to only one choice from a list of choices 
(Figure 6–3). Each choice is preceded by a radio button, or option button, which typically 
appears as an open circle. When the visitor selects one of the radio buttons, all other radio 
buttons in the list automatically are deselected. By default, all radio buttons are deselected. 
To set a particular button as the default, you use the checked value within the <input /> 
tag. Here is example code to create two radio controls:

<input name=”ingredient” type=”radio” value=”sausage” />Sausage

<input name=”ingredient” type=”radio” value=”veggie” />Veggie

Figure 6–3 Radio and checkbox controls.

A checkbox control allows a Web page visitor to (a) select one item from a 
 single-item list or (b) select more than one choice from a list of choices (Figure 6–3). Each 
choice in a check box list can be either on or off. By default, all check boxes are deselected. 

radio buttons 
to select only 
one choice

check boxes to 
select multiple 
options

Radio Buttons
Old-time car radios were 
operated by a row of 
large black plastic buttons. 
Push one button, and 
you would get one preset 
radio station. You could 
push only one button at 
a time. Radio buttons 
on forms work the same 
way as the old-time radio 
buttons—one button at 
a time. With check boxes, 
more than one option can 
be selected at a time.
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The default can be changed so a particular check box is preselected as the default, by using 
the checked value within the <input /> tag. Here is sample code for a checkbox control:

<input name=”additional” type=”checkbox” value=”mushrooms” /> 
Mushrooms

A select control creates a selection menu from which the visitor selects one or 
more choices (Figure 6–4). This prevents the visitor from having to type information into 
a text or textarea fi eld. A select control is suitable when a limited number of choices are 
available. The user clicks the list arrow to view all the choices in the menu. When clicked, 
the default appears fi rst and is highlighted to indicate that it is selected. Here is sample 
code for a select control:

<select name=”payment”>

<option>American Express</option>

<option>Visa</option>

<option>MasterCard</option>

</select>

Figure 6–4 Different options for select controls.

A textarea control creates a fi eld that allows multiple lines of input (Figure 6–5). 
Textarea fi elds are useful when an extensive amount of input is required from, or desired 
of, a Web page visitor. The textarea control has two primary attributes:

rows• , which specifi es the number of rows in the textarea fi eld
cols• , which specifi es the number of columns in the textarea fi eld

A textarea control is created with the following code:

What other items would you like to see on our menu?

<textarea name=”other” rows=”3” cols=”100”></textarea>

The fi eldset control (Figure 6–5 on the next page) helps to group related form 
elements together. This makes the form easier to read and complete. The form segment 
in Figure 6–5 shows two groupings: one with a left-aligned legend and the other with a 
right-aligned legend. Using fi eldset tags to segregate information allows the Web page 
visitor immediately to see that two (or more) categories of information are included in 
the form. The easier that it is for a user to complete a form, the more likely it is that he 
or she will complete it. A fi eldset control is created with the following code:

<fieldset><legend>Payment Method</legend></fieldset>

select control 
with default size 
of one option

select control 
with size set 
to four

Textareas
To create a textarea, the 
Web developer specifi es 
the number of rows and 
columns in which the 
Web page visitor can 
enter information. The 
maximum number of 
characters for a textarea 
is 32,700. It is a good rule 
to keep the number of 
columns in a textarea to 
50 or fewer. Using that as 
a limit, the textarea will 
fi t on most screens.
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The submit control and the reset control create the Submit and Reset buttons, 
respectively (Figure 6–6). The Submit button sends the information to the appropriate 
location for processing. The Reset button clears any input that was entered in the form, 
resetting the input controls back to the defaults. A Web page form must include a Submit 
button, and most also include a Reset button. The submit and reset controls are created 
with the following code:

<input type=”submit” value=”Submit” />
<input type=”reset” value=”Reset” />

Figure 6–5 Fieldset and textarea controls.

left-aligned 
legend

textarea with 
multiple rows 
and columns

right-aligned 
legend

fi rst 
grouping

second 
grouping

Figure 6–6 Submit and Reset button controls.

Submit and 
Reset buttons

Regardless of the specifi c type, each input control has one or two attributes:

name• , which identifi es the specifi c information that is being sent when the form is 
submitted for processing. All controls have a name.
value• , which is the type of data that is contained in the named input control (that 
is, the data that the Web page visitor enters). All controls except textarea also have a 
value attribute. For a textarea fi eld, no value attribute is possible because of the 
variability of the input.

When a Web page visitor clicks the Submit button on the form, both the control 
name and the value of the data contained within that control are sent to the server to be 
processed.
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HTML Tags Used to Create Forms
Form statements start with the <form> tag and end with the </form> tag. The input 

controls in a form are created using either HTML tags or attributes of HTML tags. For 
example, the select and textarea controls are created using the HTML tags <select> and 
<textarea>, respectively. Other input controls are created using attributes of HTML tags. 
For example, the text boxes, check boxes, radio buttons, and Submit and Reset buttons all 
are created using the type attribute of the <input /> tag. Table 6–2 lists the HTML tags 
used to create the order form in this chapter. Any combination of these elements can be 
used in a Web page form.

Table 6–2 HTML Tags Used to Create Forms

Tag Function Remarks

<fi eldset>
</fi eldset>

Groups related controls on a form Optionally used for readability

<form>
</form>

Creates a form that allows user input Required when creating forms

<input /> Defi nes the controls used in the form, using a 
variety of type attribute values

Required for input controls

<legend>
</legend>

Defi nes the text that is displayed in the 
grouping borders

Optionally used when using <fi eldset> tags

<select>
</select>

Creates a menu of choices from which a 
visitor selects

Required for selection choices

<option>
</option>

Specifi es a choice in a <select> tag Required, one per choice

<textarea>
</textarea>

Creates a multiple-line text input area Required for longer text inputs that 
appear on several lines

Attributes of HTML Tags Used to Create Forms
Many of the HTML tags used to create forms have several attributes. Table 6–3 

lists some of the HTML tags used to create forms, along with their main attributes and 
functions.

Table 6–3 Attributes and Functions of HTML Tags Used to Create Forms

Tag Attribute Function

<form>
</form>

action 
method
target

• URL for action completed by the server
• HTTP method (post)
• Location at which the resource will be displayed

<input /> type

name
value

checked
disabled
readonly
size
maxlength
src
alt
tabindex

•  Type of input control (text, password, checkbox, radio, submit, reset, fi le, 
hidden, image, button)

• Name of the control 
•  Value submitted if a control is selected (required for radio and checkbox 

controls)
• Sets a radio button to a checked state (only one can be checked)
• Disables a control
• Used for text passwords
• Number of characters that appear on the form
• Maximum number of characters that can be entered
• URL to the location of an image stored on the server
• Alternative text for an image control
• Sets tabbing order among control elements

Form Tutorial
What better way to learn 
more about the HTML 
form tag than using a 
tutorial on the Web? Many 
Web sites have lessons 
grouped by topic, starting 
with initial HTML tags. An 
index is generally provided 
for ease of use. Most 
tutorials use illustrative 
examples to teach the 
important points of HTML 
to create Web pages. To 
fi nd HTML tutorials, search 
the Web using a popular 
search engine.
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Creating a Form on a Web Page
In this chapter, you will modify the text-based Order Form Web page used in the Sabatina’s 
Pizza Web site. The fi le, sabatinasorderform.html, currently contains only text and does not 
utilize a form or form controls (Figure 6–1a on page HTML 287). Using this text-based 
order form is inconvenient for the user, who must print the form, complete the required 
order information, and then fax that information to the phone number listed in the opening 
paragraph of text.

The fi le, sabatinasorderform.html, is stored in the Data Files for Students for this 
 chapter. See the inside back cover of this book for instructions on downloading the Data 
Files for Students, or contact your instructor for information about accessing the required 
fi le. After opening this fi le in Notepad++, you will enter HTML code to convert this text-
based Web page into the Web page form shown in Figure 6–1b on page HTML 287.

Processing form information. 
One of the most important issues to determine when creating a Web page form is what to 
do with the information once it is entered. One way to process the information is to use a 
CGI script, which is code that has been previously written in a language other than HTML. 
The information collected from forms is often used to feed databases. A CGI script provides 
a much better way to process that information. For the scope of this book, we use the sec-
ond method to process information, the post. The post can be used to send the information 
to an e-mail address.

Using a CGI script. • This action is beyond the scope of this book, but it is the more 
effi cient way to handle the information input into the Web page form. A Web 
developer would have to fi nd out what script capabilities reside on the server in order 
to utilize it.

Posting to an e-mail address. • Because we do not know what CGI scripts are available 
on the Web servers at your location, we will utilize the e-mail posting technique in this 
chapter. The information posted to an e-mail address is not readily usable, so other 
steps will have to be taken to utilize the data coming in via e-mail.

Plan 
Ahead

Table 6–3 Attributes and Functions of HTML Tags Used to Create Forms (continued)

Tag Attribute Function

<legend>
</legend>

align • Indicates how a legend should be aligned

<select>
</select>

name
size
multiple
disabled
tabindex

• Name of the element 
• Number of options visible when Web page is fi rst opened
• Allows for multiple selections in select list
• Disables a control
• Sets the tabbing order among control elements

<option>
</option>

selected 
disabled
value

• Specifi es whether an option is selected
• Disables a control
• Value submitted if a control is selected

<textarea> 
</textarea>

name
rows
cols
disabled
readonly
tabindex

• Name of the control
• Height in number of rows
• Width in number of columns
• Disables a control
• Used for text passwords
• Sets the tabbing order among control elements
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To Start Notepad++ and Open an HTML File

The following steps illustrate how to start Notepad++ and open the HTML fi le, 
sabatinasorderform.html.

 Start Notepad++ and, if necessary, maximize the window.

  With a USB drive plugged into your computer, click File on the menu bar and then click Open.

 If necessary, navigate to the Chapter06\ChapterFiles folder on the USB drive.

 Click sabatinasorderform.html in the list of fi les.

  Click the Open button to open the sabatinasorderform.html fi le in Notepad++ (Figure 6–7).

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 6–7

sabatinasorderform.html 
fi le from Data Files for 
Students
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Creating a Form and Identifying the Form Process
When adding a form to a Web page, the fi rst steps are creating the form and 

 identifying how the form is processed when it is submitted. The start <form> and end 
</form> tags designate an area of a Web page as a form. Between the <form> and </form> 
tags, form controls can be added to request different types of information and allow the 
appropriate input responses. A form can include any number of controls.

The action attribute of the <form> tag specifi es the action that is taken when the 
form is submitted. Information entered in forms can be sent by e-mail to an e-mail address 
or can be used to update a database. Although the e-mail option is functional, many Web 
sites process information from forms using Common Gateway Interface (CGI)  scripting. 
A CGI script is a program written in a programming language (such as PHP or Perl) 
that communicates with the Web server. The CGI script sends the information input on 
the Web page form to the server for processing. Because this type of processing involves 
programming tasks that are beyond the scope of this book, the information entered in 
the order form created in this chapter will be submitted in a fi le to an e-mail address. The 
e-mail address will be specifi ed as the action attribute value in the <form> tag.

The method attribute of the <form> tag specifi es the manner in which the data 
entered in the form is sent to the server to be processed. Two primary ways are used in 
HTML: the get method and the post method. The get method sends the name-value 
pairs to the end of the URL indicated in the action attribute. The post method sends 
a separate data fi le with the name-value pairs to the URL (or e-mail address) indicated 
in the action attribute. Most Web developers prefer the post method because it is much 
more fl exible. You need to be cautious when using the get method. Some Web servers 
limit a URL’s size, so you run the risk of truncating relevant information when using the 
get method. The post method is used for the forms in this chapter.

The following HTML code creates a form using the post method and an action 
attribute to indicate that the form information should be sent to an e-mail address in an 
attached data fi le:

<form method=”post” action=”mailto: sabatinas@isp.com”>

When the form is submitted, a fi le containing the input data is sent as an e-mail 
 attachment to the e-mail address sabatinas@isp.com.

To Create a Form and Identify the Form Process

The following step shows how to enter HTML code to create a form and identify the form process.

Highlight the words • 
<!--Insert form 
method statement 
here --> on line 13.

Type • <form 
method=”post” 
action=”mailto: 
sabatinas@isp
.com”> to replace 
the highlighted words with the new tag.

Click the blank line 62 and press the • ENTER key.

Type • </form> but do not press the ENTER key (Figure 6–8).

1

Figure 6–8

end form

CGI Scripts
Using CGI scripts to process 
forms is a much more 
effi cient way to handle 
the data that is sent from 
a form. Many Web sites 
have free sample CGI 
scripts for Web developers 
to use. Search the Web for 
relevant CGI information 
and free samples.

B
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Mailto Restrictions
Some schools and 
organizations restrict the 
use of the mailto action. 
This is something that you 
need to test in order to 
determine whether it will 
work in your situation.
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To Change the Text Message

The next step in updating the text-based Order Form Web page is to modify the text that tells the user to 
 submit the questionnaire by e-mail. Table 6–4 shows the new HTML code used to provide instructions to users on 
how to submit the information on the order form.

Table 6–4 HTML Code to Change the Text Message 

Line        HTML Tag and Text

18 <td>Once you have selected the items that you want to order 
and the payment type, click the Submit button to process the 
order.</td>

The following step illustrates how to change the text message to provide instructions on how to use the 
order form.

Highlight line 18.• 

Enter the HTML code • 
shown in Table 6–4, 
indenting as shown, 
but do not press the 
ENTER key (Figure 6–9). 

Highlight lines 22 • 
through 57  (ending 
above the blank 
line 58) and then 
press the DELETE key 
(Figure 6–9).

1

Figure 6–9

delete lines 22 
through 27

text on line 18 
altered to refl ect 
new order-processing 
method

form statement on 
line 13 with post 
to e-mail address

Form controls.
Before creating a Web page form, you should plan how you want to format it. By  effectively 
utilizing input controls, you can call attention to important data-collection areas on the 
Web page without overpowering it. Creating an effective form includes:

1. Determine what data to collect. In the case of a form designed to sell a product, you 
need the visitor’s name and address information. Make sure to provide enough space 
for each fi eld so that you do not cut out important information. For instance, an address 
fi eld only 10 characters long may cut out much of the street name.

2. Determine what types of control to use. For data such as name and address, you need 
text input areas. For data such as credit card type, there is a limited subset (i.e., American 
Express, Visa, and MasterCard), so a selection control is appropriate. When you ask what 
kind of pizza the visitor is interested in buying, you can use check boxes, which allow 
multiple selection. In the case of an answer with only two choices (i.e., Yes/No or Thick or 
Thin pizza?), a radio button is more appropriate.

(continued)

Plan 
Ahead
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To Add Text Boxes

The next step in creating the order form is to add seven text boxes to the form for users to enter fi rst name, 
last name, street address, city, state, ZIP, and e-mail address. Table 6–5 shows the HTML code to add seven text 
boxes to the form. Each text box has a size of 25 characters, except the ZIP text box, with only 10 characters. 
No maxlength attribute is specifi ed, which means users can enter text items longer than 25 characters, but only 
25  characters will display in the text box.

Adding Text Boxes
As previously discussed, a text box allows for a single line of input. The HTML 

code below shows an example of the code used to add a text box to a form:

<input name=”address” type=”text” size=”25” maxlength=”25” />

The <input /> tag creates an input control, while the attribute and value type="text" 
specifi es that the input control is a text box. The name attribute of the input control is set 
to the value address, to describe the information to be entered in this text box. When the 
form is submitted, the name is used to distinguish the value associated with that fi eld from 
other fi elds.

The size attribute indicates the size of the text box that appears on the form. In the 
following HTML code, size="25" sets the text fi eld to 25 characters in length, which means 
that only 25 characters will appear in the text box. The maxlength attribute maxlength="25" 
limits the number of characters that can be entered in the text box to 25 characters. The 
maxlength attribute specifi es the same number of characters (25) as the size attribute (25), so 
all characters entered by a user will appear in the text box. If you specify a maximum number 
of characters that is greater than the number of characters specifi ed in the size attribute, the 
additional characters scroll to the right in the text box as the user enters them.

(continued)

3. Lay out the input areas effectively. One of the fi rst input items you may want is the visitor’s 
name and address information. That should go to the top of the page. Also, you can group 
information together on the same line if it makes sense to make the Web page form short 
enough that visitors do not have to scroll much. Notice in our order form that the city/state/
ZIP are on one line of the Web page. Another thing to consider is the use of e-mail addresses 
beyond the initial contact with a visitor or customer. An e-mail address is a great way to 
continue communication with visitors or customers. A company can e-mail newsletters, 
coupons, and general information to customers once they have their e-mail addresses.

4. Use grouping techniques for clarity. The last thing that you may want to do on a Web 
page form is group like input items together. Use the fi eldset tag to segregate personal 
information from order information and from other comments that the visitor might make.

Table 6–5 HTML Code to Add Text Boxes

Line HTML Tag and Text

22 <p>Last Name: <input name=”lastname” type=”text” size=”25” />

23 First Name: <input name=”firstname” type=”text” size=”25” />

24 <br />Street Address: <input name=”address” type=”text” size=”25” />

25 <br />City: <input name=”city” type=”text” size=”25” />

26 State: <input name=”state” type=”text” size=”25” />

27 ZIP: <input name=”zip” type=”text” size=”10” />

28 E-mail Address: <input name=”email” type=”text” size=”25” /></p>
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The following step illustrates how to add text boxes to the form.

If necessary, click line 22.• 

Enter the HTML code shown in • 
Table 6–5 and then press the 
ENTER key twice (Figure 6–10).

How do I know what size to make 
each fi eld?

Determine a reasonable fi eld 
size for the various input areas. 
For instance, it would not be 
wise to allow only 10 characters 
for the last name, because many 
people now hyphenate their last 
names and last names can be more 
than 10 characters. To improve 
your judgment for fi eld sizes, 
 observe online and paper forms 
that you complete. Also, think of 
long street or city names and try those in the forms that you create.

What is the default value if I do not specify the type in my <input /> tag?

The default type for the <input /> tag is a text box. Therefore, if the type attribute is not used in the <input /> tag, 
it  creates a text box.

1
descriptive 
labels tell 
user what 
information 
to enter

insertion point 
on line 30 and 
tabbed once

input 
control type 
set to text

seven text 
boxes added 
for customer 
information

Q
&

A
Q

&
A

input tag used for 
many form controls

name attribute 
describes text box

Figure 6–10

To Save an HTML File

Because you opened a fi le that was already created, you can press the ctrl+s keys to 
save what you have done so far. Do this frequently throughout your projects.

  With the USB fl ash drive connected to one of the computer’s USB ports, hold down the 
CTRL key and then press the S key.

1

1. Click File, then Save

2. Click Save icon on 
Notepad++ toolbar

Other Ways

Adding Radio Buttons 
The next step is to add radio buttons to the form. Remember that radio buttons 

are appropriate to use when a user can select only one choice from a set of two or more 
choices. Questions with a Yes or No answer are perfect for the use of radio buttons. In 
the case of Thick or Thin (pizza) and Medium and Large, you have one of two choices to 
make. More than two options are possible with radio buttons also. In the case of Cheese, 
Sausage, or Veggie, you can only select one of the three choices. On the Order Form Web 
page, radio buttons allow users to select a one-choice answer to a question.

size indicates number 
of characters that 
appear in text box
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To Add Radio Buttons

Table 6–6 contains the HTML code to add a set of radio buttons to the Order Form Web page.

Table 6–6 HTML Code to Add Radio Buttons

Line HTML Tag and Text

30 <br />Pizza (select type, size, and ingredients):

31 <br /><input name=”pizzatype” type=”radio” value=”thin” />Thin

32 <input name=”pizzatype” type=”radio” value=”thick” />Thick

33

34 <br /><input name=”size” type=”radio” value=”medium” />Medium

35 <input name=”size” type=”radio” value=”large” />Large

36

37 <br /><input name=”ingredient” type=”radio” value=”cheese” />Cheese

38 <input name=”ingredient” type=”radio” value=”sausage” />Sausage

39 <input name=”ingredient” type=”radio” value=”veggie” />Veggie

The following step illustrates how to add three sets of radio buttons to the form.

Check that the insertion point is on • 
Line 30, indented one Tab stop. 

Enter the HTML code shown in • 
Table 6–6 and then press the ENTER 
key twice (Figure 6–11).

Could I have used check boxes 
for this control, rather than radio 
buttons?

You could have used check boxes, 
but it would not make sense for 
this information. In this case, this 
is a clear yes or no answer. With 
check boxes, you are assuming that 
they can make multiple selections. 
Again, look at the standards used 
in most Web development.

1

insertion point 
on line 41 and 
tabbed once

name attribute 
describes radio 
button control

input control 
type set to 
radio button

value if 
selected

Figure 6–11

three sets of 
radio buttons 
added to form

Q
&

A

Adding Check Boxes
Check boxes are similar to radio buttons, except they allow multiple options to be 

selected. Radio buttons should be used when only one option can be selected, while check 
boxes should be used when the user can select more than one option.

The HTML code below shows an example of the code used to add a check box to a form:

<input name=”additional” type=”checkbox” value=”mushrooms” /> 
Mushrooms
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The <input /> tag creates an input control, while the attribute and value 
type="checkbox" specifi es that the input control is a check box. The name attribute of the 
input control is set to the value additional. When the form is submitted, the name is used 
to distinguish the values associated with these checkbox fi elds from other fi elds. The value 
attribute "mushrooms" indicates the value submitted in the fi le, if this check box is selected.

To Add Check Boxes

In the Order Form Web page, three check boxes are used to allow the user to select one or more types of 
ingredients to add. Table 6–7 shows the HTML code to add three check boxes to the form.

Table 6–7 HTML Code to Add Check Boxes

Line HTML Tag and Text

41 <p>Add the following:

42 <input name=”additional” type=”checkbox” value=”mushrooms” />Mushrooms

43 <input name=”additional” type=”checkbox” value=”olives” />Olives

44 <input name=”additional” type=”checkbox” value=”pepperoni” />Pepperoni</p>

The step that follows illustrates how to enter HTML code to add check boxes to the form.

Check that the insertion point is • 
on Line 41, indented one Tab stop.

Enter the HTML code shown in • 
Table 6–7 and then press the ENTER 
key twice (Figure 6–12).

How do I determine whether to 
list fi elds on the same line or use 
a line break or paragraph break 
between fi elds?

Consider the “real estate” (the 
amount of space available) of 
the Web page itself. If you have 
an  especially long form that the 
 visitor has to scroll down, consider positioning the fi elds across, rather than down the form. You do not want to crowd 
the information, but you also do not want to force the visitor to scroll excessively.

1

Q
&

A

insertion point 
on line 46 and 
tabbed once

input control 
type set to 
checkbox

Figure 6–12

three check 
boxes added 
to form

Adding a Selection Menu
A select control is used to create a selection menu from which the visitor selects one 

or more choices. A select control is suitable when a limited number of choices are available. 
Figure 6–13 on the next page. Shows the basic selection menu used in the order form, with 
three credit card types (Visa, MasterCard, and American Express) as the choices in the list. 
The topic of accepting credit cards via online forms is a serious one. See BTW on this page 
for more information.

Security
Security is an important 
issue to understand, 
especially when you are 
collecting credit card 
information on an online 
form. Search the Web 
for specifi c information 
concerning the usage 
of https SSL sites versus 
http sites. Also search for 
information regarding the 
vulnerability of sending 
unencrypted e-mail.

B
T
W
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Figure 6–13 Select control.

If you do not specify a size attribute, only one option is displayed, along with a 
list arrow, as shown in Figure 6–13. When the list arrow is clicked, the selection menu 
displays all selection options. When the user selects an option, such as Visa, in the list, it 
appears as highlighted.

To Add a Selection Menu

Table 6–8 shows the HTML code used to create the selection menu shown in Figure 6–13.

Table 6–8 HTML Code to Add a Selection Menu

Line HTML Tag and Text

46 <p>Credit card type:

47 <select name=”payment”>

48 <option>American Express</option>

49 <option>Visa</option>

50 <option>MasterCard</option>

51 </select>

The following step illustrates how to add a selection menu to the Web page form.

Check that the insertion point is on • 
Line 46, indented one Tab stop.

Enter the HTML code shown in • 
Table 6–8 and then press the ENTER 
key twice (Figure 6–14).

How do I know what control type 
to use?

Consider the Web page “real 
estate,” together with  usability. 
If you have 20 options, it may 
not make sense to use a select 
control. With the three credit card 
options (American Express, Visa, 
MasterCard) it makes sense to use a select control, as users are familiar with this model. You can also look at the types of 
controls other Web developers use, and apply those that make sense for your situation.

1

select start tag 
with name of 
control

insertion point 
on line 53 and 
tabbed twice

start and end 
option tags

Figure 6–14

three selection 
options or 
choices

list of choices

list arrow

selected choice 
is highlighted

Q
&

A
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Adding More Advanced Selection Menus
Selection menus have many variations beyond the simple selection menu used in 

the Order Form Web page. Table 6–3 on pages HTML 293 and HTML 294 lists several 
attributes for the <select> tag. Using these attributes, a selection menu can be set to dis-
play multiple choices or only one, with a drop-down list to allow a user to select another 
choice. A selection menu also can be defi ned to have one choice preselected as the default.

Figure 6–15 shows samples of selection menus. The HTML code used to create 
each selection menu is shown in Figure 6–16 on the next page.

The selection menu in Sample 1 is a basic selection menu, with no attributes 
 specifi ed other than the name and the list options. This resulting selection menu uses 
a list menu that allows users to select one choice from the list. No choice is selected by 
default. The selection menu in Sample 2 uses a size attribute value of 3 to indicate that 
three choices should appear in the menu at startup. A user can use the up and down scroll 
arrows to view other choices in the list. The selection menu in Sample 3 uses the mul-
tiple attribute to allow a user to select more than one choice in the list. To select multiple 
choices, a user fi rst must select one choice and then press and hold the ctrl key while 
clicking other choices in the list. If a user wants to select several consecutive choices, he 
or she can select the fi rst choice and then press and hold the shift key while selecting 
the last choice. All choices between the fi rst choice and last choice automatically will be 
selected. The selection menu in Sample 4 also contains the multiple attribute, so one or 
more choices can be selected. In addition, Sample 4 provides an example of one choice (in 
this case, Yellow) being selected at startup. As shown in the HTML code in Figure 6–16, 
the selected attribute is included in the <option> tag for Yellow, to indicate that Yellow 
should be selected at startup.

Figure 6–15 Sample selection controls with variations.

size attribute value set 
to 3 to display three 
options at startup

simple selection 
menu with 
default values

multiple choice 
selection menu 
with two choices 
(options) selected 
at startup

one choice selected 
at startup
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To Add Additional Text Boxes

The next step in creating the Order Form Web page is to add two more text boxes 
for credit card number and expiration date. Table 6–9 shows the HTML code used to add 
the additional text boxes. A text fi eld is used rather than a textarea fi eld because the user 
needs to enter only one row of characters.

Figure 6–16 HTML code to create selection menus.

simple selection menu 
with default values

three choices or 
options appear in 
menu at startup 

multiple choices or 
options possible 
for selection

Yellow is 
selected 
as default

The purpose of the selection menu dictates the type of selection menu that should 
be used and the HTML code required to create that select control. Using the basic tags 
and attributes shown in Figure 6–16, you can create a wide variety of selection menus to 
suit almost any purpose.

Options
The <select> and <option> 
tags are useful when you 
have a limited number 
of choices from which 
a Web page visitor can 
select. If the number of 
options becomes too 
large, however, the list is 
diffi cult to read. A better 
idea might be to group 
together like options into 
submenus. You can use the 
<optgroup> tag before 
the fi rst <option> tag in 
the fi rst group that you 
want to use in a submenu. 
After the last option in 
that group, use the 
</optgroup> tag.

B
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The following steps illustrate how to add two additional text boxes to the Web 
page form.

  Check that the insertion point is on Line 53, indented two Tab stops.

  Enter the HTML code shown in Table 6–9 and then press the ENTER key twice (Figure 6–17). 
Use the BACKSPACE key, if necessary, to align the insertion point at the beginning of Line 59.

1

2

Table 6–9 HTML Code to Add Additional Text Boxes 

Line HTML Tag and Text

53 Credit card number:

54 <input name=”cardnum” type=”text” size=”20” maxlength=”20” />

55

56 Expiration date:

57 <input name=”cardexp” type=”text” size=”4” maxlength=”4” /></p>

Figure 6–17

Adding a Textarea Box 
The next step is to add a textarea to the form. Remember that a textarea is used 

when you want a multiple-row input area. The text control only allows a user to input one 
row of information. For multiple rows, use the textarea control.

The order form includes a textarea that allows the user to add additional comments 
about what other items could be included on the menu. Because the response can be 
 longer than just one line, a textarea control is used.

insertion point 
on line 59 with 
no tabbing

text control 
name cardnum

size and maxlength set 
to the same dimension

text control 
name cardexp

To Add a Textarea Box

The next step is to add a textarea to the form. You use a textarea because you want the user to be able to input 
more than one line. Table 6–10 contains the tags and text to specify a textarea for multiple-line input.

Table 6–10 HTML Code to Add a Textarea

Line HTML Tag and Text

59 <br />What other items would you like to see on our menu?

60 <br /><textarea name=”other” rows=”3” cols=”100”></textarea>

Feedback
One good use of forms is 
to get feedback from your 
visitors. Suggestions from 
visitors not only can help 
improve the Web site, but 
can give your visitors the 
sense that you care about 
their opinions. Taking 
visitor feedback into 
account provides for better 
customer satisfaction.

B
T
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The following step illustrates how to add a textarea to the order form.

If necessary, click line 59. • 

Enter the HTML code shown in • 
Table 6–10 and then press the 
 ENTER key (Figure 6–18).

How do I know how big to make 
the textarea box?

Again, you need to look at the 
standards used in most Web devel-
opment. You also have to view the 
textarea box in the browser to see how the size affects the Web page form. For instance, if we had made the number 
of rows 4, rather than 3, the Web page visitor would not have seen the “Thank you for your order.” message on the 
bottom of the page. That is something that you want the visitor to see without scrolling.

1
insertion point 
on line 61 with 
no tabbing

textarea control 
displays three 
rows

textarea control displays 100 
columns or characters

Figure 6–18

Adding Submit and Reset Buttons
The form controls are useless unless the information entered in the form can be 

submitted for processing. The next step in creating the order form is to add two buttons 
at the bottom of the Web page form. The fi rst button, Submit, is for submitting the form. 
When the visitor clicks this button, the data entered into the form is sent to the appropri-
ate location for processing. The second button, Reset, clears any data that was entered in 
the form.

The HTML code below shows the <input /> tags used to create the Submit and 
Reset buttons on a Web page form:

<p><input type=”submit” value=”Submit” />
<input type=”reset” value=”Reset” /></p>

The fi rst line of HTML code creates a Submit button on the Web page form. A 
Submit button is created by using the attribute type="submit" in an <input /> tag. The 
value attribute is used to indicate the text that should appear on the button face — in this 
case, Submit.

When a user clicks the Submit button, all data currently entered in the form is sent 
to the appropriate location for processing. The action taken when a form is submitted is 
based on the method and action attributes specifi ed in the <form> tag. In the <form> tag 
at the start of this form, the HTML code set the form attributes to method="post" and 
action="mailto:sabatinas@isp.com". Thus, when a user clicks the Submit button, a data fi le 
that contains all the input data automatically is sent as an e-mail attachment to the e-mail 
address sabatinas@isp.com. By default, the data fi le is named Postdata.att.

The code below shows a sample of the data fi le that is sent to the e-mail address, 
when using the post method. In this sample, the user checked the radio button for a Thin 
crust, Sausage pizza, and is paying with an American Express card:

payment=American Express&pizzatype=thin&ingredient=sausage

Q
&

A

textarea control added 
for multiple line input

Submit and Reset 
Buttons
A simplistic, default 
button is created when 
you use the type="submit" 
attribute and value or the 
type="reset" attribute 
and value within the 
<input> tag. The <button> 
tag also can be used to 
create a submit button. 
The <button> tag gives 
you the option of using 
an image for the button, 
rather than using the 
default button style. The 
appearance of the button 
text can be changed with 
the <style> tag. These tags 
give you more fl exibility 
when creating submit or 
reset buttons.
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The data entered in the form appears in the data fi le as name-value pairs — the 
name of the control as specifi ed in the name attribute, followed by the value entered or 
selected in the control. In the above example, the user selected American Express in the 
 selection menu, which is controlled by the fi eld named payment, and clicked the Thin 
radio button, which is controlled by the fi eld named pizzatype. The user also selected the 
Sausage radio button, which is controlled by the fi eld named ingredient. An ampersand (&) 
strings together all of the name-value pairs to make them easier to read. The receiver of 
this e-mail could take the information in this format and decipher what is being requested. 
A simple program, written in a different programming language such as C++ or Java, could 
be developed that reads the information in the e-mail and transforms it into a more usable 
format. As mentioned earlier in the chapter, a CGI script is a better way to collect large 
amounts of information from forms, but that is beyond the scope of this book.

The Reset button also is an important part of any form. Resetting the form clears 
any information previously typed into a text box or textarea and resets radio buttons, 
check boxes, selection menus, and other controls to their initial values. As shown in the 
second line of the HTML code above, a Reset button is created by using the attribute 
type="reset" in an <input /> tag. The value attribute is used to indicate the text that should 
appear on the button face — in this case, Reset.

To Add Submit and Reset Buttons

The following step illustrates how to add a Submit button and a Reset button to the form.

Highlight the state-• 
ment <!--Insert Submit 
and Reset buttons 
here --> on line 62.

Type • <p><input 
type=”submit” 
value=”Submit” /> 
to create the Submit 
button and then press 
the ENTER key.

Type • <input 
type=”reset” 
value=”Reset” /> 
to create the Reset 
button. Do not press the  ENTER key (Figure 6–19).

That submit option seems very easy to use. Do I need to do anything else in order to process the data?

No, the Submit button works in conjunction with the statements that you provided in your form tag in order to process 
the data entered.

Why do I need the Reset button?

It is best always to provide a Reset button next to the Submit button. This is useful to clear all of the data entered in 
case your visitors want to start over or if they change their minds or make mistakes.

If a visitor uses the Reset button, what does that do to default values that I have included in the tags?

Reset will set those default values back to the original values included in the tags. In other words, if you use a default 
value, Reset does not clear that value.

1

submit button 
added

reset button 
added

word Submit appears 
on button

Figure 6–19
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on button
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Organizing a Form Using Form Groupings
An important aspect of creating a Web page form is making the form easy for Web site 
visitors to understand. Grouping similar information on a form, for example, makes 
the information easier to read and understand — and, as a result, easier to complete. 
Grouping is especially helpful in cases where some information is required and some 
is optional. In the order form, for example, all the personal information is required (for 
example, name, address, and credit card number). The order information (i.e., pizza type, 
size, and ingredient) is also required. The fi nal question on the form, however, (What 
other items would you like to see on our menu?) is optional. The form thus should be 
modifi ed to group required and optional information.

A fi eldset control is used to group similar information on a form. The HTML code 
below shows the <fi eldset> tag used to add a fi eldset control to a Web page form:

<fieldset><legend align=”left”>Customer Information</legend>
</fieldset>

The <legend> tag within the fi eldset tag is optional. Using the <legend> tag creates 
a legend for the fi eldset, which is the text that appears in the grouping borders, as shown 
in the example in Figure 6–20. The align attribute is used to align the legend to the left or 
right of the fi eldset control.

Organizing a form.
When using fi eldset tags to separate and organize information on a form, consider the 
following:

Required vs. optional information.•  You can group all required information into one 
section of the form and place all optional information into another grouping. By 
doing this, you call attention immediately to the required information on the form.

General organization.•  It can be helpful to enhance the look and feel of the form with 
groupings. Especially in the case of a long form, using separators helps direct the 
visitors’ attention.

Plan 
Ahead

Figure 6–20 Fieldset controls on a form.

fi rst 
fi eldset 
control

second 
fi eldset 
control

right-aligned 
legend

left-aligned 
legend

Groupings
An important part of good 
Web design is to make 
a form easy to use. Your 
Web site visitors are more 
likely to complete a form 
if they readily understand 
the information that is 
being requested. You can 
use the <fi eldset> tag to 
group like information 
together.
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Click just before • 
<p>Last Name at the 
beginning of line 22, 
and then press the 
ENTER key. 

Move the inser-• 
tion point back 
up to line 22. If 
necessary, use 
the BACKSPACE 
key to move back to 
the left margin. Type 
<fieldset><legend> 
Customer Information</legend> as the tag to begin the fi rst fi eldset (Figure 6–22a).

Click just after the </p> on line 29, and then press the • ENTER key.

If necessary, use the • BACKSPACE key to move back to the left margin, type </ fieldset> on line 
30 to end the fi rst fi eldset, and then press the ENTER key.

1

Figure 6–21

fi rst 
fi eldset 
control

second 
fi eldset 
control

third 
fi eldset 
control

style of legend 
changed to red, 
small, and italic 
with embedded 
style sheet

In the Order Form Web page that you will create, three fi eldset controls are added 
to group similar information on the form. The fi rst fi eldset control is used to group 
 customer information, as shown in Figure 6–21. The fi rst fi eldset control has the legend, 
Customer Information, aligned to the left. The second fi eldset control is used to group 
order information. The second fi eldset control has the legend, Your Order, aligned to the 
left. The third fi eldset control, used to group the payment information, has the  legend, 
Payment Method, aligned to the left. These groupings divide the form so it is more 
 readable and clearly defi nes what information is required and what is optional.

To Add Fieldset Controls to Create Form Groupings

The following step shows how to add three sets of fi eldset tags to create information groupings on the Web 
page form.

fi rst fi eldset 
added on lines 
22 and 30

Figure 6–22 (a)
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Adding an Embedded Style Sheet
The next step in creating the Order Form Web page is to add an embedded style 

sheet to improve the look of the legends in all three fi eld groupings. Figure 6–23a shows 
the Web page as it displays currently without the change in legend style. Note that the 
default position for the legend is on the left, and the legend is the default color, black. 
Figure 6–23b shows the Web page with the new style for the legends as inserted in 
the embedded style sheet. Remember that an embedded style sheet changes the style 
for a  single Web page. The embedded style sheet is inserted within the <style></style> 
 container in the <head> section of the Web page. 

With the insertion • 
point on line 32, 
type <fieldset> 
<legend>Your 
Order</legend> 
to start the 
 second fi eldset.

Click to the right • 
of the </p> on 
line 47 (at the end of 
the Pepperoni</p> 
line), and then press 
the ENTER key.

If necessary, use • 
the BACKSPACE 
key to move 
back to the left 
 margin, type 
</fieldset>, 
and then press the 
ENTER key.

On line 50, type • 
<fieldset><legend>
Payment Method
</legend> to start the third fi eldset.

Click to the right of the </p> on line 62 (at the end of the <input name="cardexp" type="text" size="4" • 
maxlength="4" /></p> line), and then press the ENTER key.

If necessary, use the • BACKSPACE key to move back to the left margin, and type </fieldset> to end the 
third fi eldset (Figure 6–22b).

What is the default value for the <legend> alignment?

If you do not indicate otherwise, the legend will align left.

Are there other options such as colored borders that I can use with the <fi eldset> tag?

Yes, you can set the margins, font, colors, etc. for the <fi eldset> tag. You can use an inline, embedded, or external 
 Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) for those options.

2

Figure 6–22 (b)
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legend added

second fi eldset 
added on lines 
32 and 48

third fi eldset 
added on lines 
50 and 63
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(a)

(b)

small, italic, red 
legends fl oated 
on the left

Figure 6–23

default legends

In this style sheet, you change the color, font-style, and font-size of the legend 
(lines 13 through 15), making it red (to match the Sabatina’s logo) and smaller than the 
surrounding text. You also use the fl oat property (line 12) to align the legend on the left. 
In Chapter 3, you used the fl oat property to align images relative to the Web page text. 
The fl oat property indicates in which direction (in this case left or right) to display (or 
fl oat) an element (the legend) being inserted on a Web page. It can be an effective Web 
development practice to use an alignment element such as fl oat so that you can easily 
change the alignment if you choose.
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To Add an Embedded Style Sheet

Table 6–11 shows the HTML code to add an embedded style sheet to format the 
legends for the form fi elds.

Table 6–11 HTML Code to Add an External Style Sheet 

Line HTML Tag and Text

9 <style type=”text/css”>

10 <!--

11

12 legend {float: left;

13  color: #ff1828;

14  font-style: italic;

15  font-size: small}

16

17 -->

18 </style>

The following steps illustrate how to add an embedded style sheet to the Web page form.

  Highlight the statement <!--Insert embedded style sheet here --> on line 9.

  Enter the HTML code shown in Table 6–11 but do not press the ENTER key on line 18 
(Figure 6–24).

1

2

start style 
tag on line 9

fl oat property 
added for 
alignment

red color
added to
match logo

font style and
size altered

end style tag

embedded style 
sheet added to 
enhance legends

Figure 6–24
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To Save the HTML File

With the Order Form Web page complete, the HTML fi le should be saved. The 
following step illustrates how to again save the sabatinasorderform.html fi le on the 
USB drive.

  With a USB drive plugged into your computer, click File on the menu bar and then click 
Save to again save the sabatinasorderform.html fi le.

1

To Validate, View, and Test a Web Page 

After completing the Sabatina’s Order Form Web page, you should validate the 
code, and view and test it in a browser to confi rm that the Web page appears as desired 
and that the controls function as expected. Note that you cannot test the Submit button 
because it automatically generates an e-mail message to sabatinas@isp.com, which is a 
nonexistent e-mail address. When you are collecting information from an online form, 
it is very important to test that the information is accurate. It is beyond the scope of this 
book to address validation issues related to server-side processing. After testing the con-
trols, each Web page and the HTML code for each should be printed for future reference. 
The  following steps illustrate how to validate, view, and test a Web page.

  Validate the sabatinasorderform.html fi le by fi le upload at validator.w3.org.

  In Internet Explorer, click the Address bar to select the URL on the Address bar, type 
g:\Chapter06\ChapterFiles\sabatinasorderform.html or the location of your 
fi le and then press the ENTER key to display the completed order form for Sabatina’s Pizza 
(Figure 6–25 on the next page).

  Review the form to make sure all spelling is correct and the controls are positioned 
appropriately.

  Test all of the text boxes on the form. Try to type more than the maximum number of 
allowable characters in the cardnum and cardexp boxes.

  Click the check boxes to test them. You should be able to choose one, two, or three of the 
boxes at the same time because check boxes are designed to select more than one option.

  Test the selection control by clicking the list arrow and selecting one of the three options.

  Click the radio buttons to test them. You should be able to make only one choice (Thick 
or Thin; Medium or Large; Cheese, Sausage, or Veggie).

  Test the textarea by entering a paragraph of text. Verify that it allows more characters to 
be entered than are shown in the textarea.

  Click the Reset button. It should clear and reset all controls to their original (default) 
state.

1

2

3

4

5
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To Print a Web Page and HTML

  Click the Print icon on the Command bar to print the Web page.

  Click the Notepad++ button on the taskbar to activate sabatinasorderform.html.

  Click File on the menu bar and then click Print. Click the Print button in the Print dialog 
box to print the HTML fi le (Figure 6–26).

1

2

3

Figure 6–25

test all text controls in 
fi rst fi eldset grouping
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one check box can 
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Figure 6–26
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To Quit Notepad++ and a Browser

  In Notepad++, click the File menu, then Close All.

  Click the Close button on the Notepad++ title bar.

  Click the Close button on the browser title bar. If necessary, click the Close all tabs button.

1

2

3

Chapter Summary
In this chapter, you have learned how to convert a text-based Web page to a Web page form with various controls for 
user input. The items listed below include all the new HTML skills you have learned in this chapter.

 1. Create a Form and Identify the Form Process 
(HTML 296)

 2. Change the Text Message (HTML 297)
 3. Add Text Boxes (HTML 298)
 4. Add Radio Buttons (HTML 300)
 5. Add Check Boxes (HTML 301)

 6. Add a Selection Menu (HTML 302)
 7. Add a Textarea Box (HTML 305)
 8. Add Submit and Reset Buttons (HTML 307)
 9. Add Fieldset Controls to Create Form Groupings 

(HTML 309)

Learn It Online

Test your knowledge of chapter content and key terms.

Instructions: To complete the Learn It Online exercises, start your browser, click the Address bar, and 
then enter the Web address scsite.com/html6e/learn. When the HTML Learn It Online page 
is displayed, click the link for the exercise you want to complete and read the instructions.

Chapter Reinforcement TF, MC, and SA
A series of true/false, multiple choice, and short 
answer questions that test your knowledge of the 
chapter content.

Flash Cards
An interactive learning environment where 
you identify chapter key terms associated with 
displayed defi nitions.

Practice Test
A series of multiple choice questions that test your 
knowledge of chapter content and key terms.

Who Wants To Be a Computer Genius?
An interactive game that challenges your 
knowledge of chapter content in the style 
of a television quiz show.

Wheel of Terms
An interactive game that challenges your 
knowledge of chapter key terms in the style of 
the television show, Wheel of Fortune.

Crossword Puzzle Challenge
A crossword puzzle that challenges your 
knowledge of key terms presented in the chapter.

Quick Reference
For a list of HTML tags and 
their associated attributes, 
see Appendix A at the 
back of this book, or visit 
the HTML Quick Reference 
Web page (scsite.com/
HTML6e/qr). For a list of 
CSS properties and values, 
see Appendix D at the 
back of this book, or visit 
the CSS Quick Reference 
Web page (scsite.com/
HTML6e/qr).
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Apply Your Knowledge

Reinforce the skills and apply the concepts you learned in this chapter.

Creating a Course Evaluation Web Page Form
Instructions: Start Notepad++. Open the fi le apply6-1.html from the Chapter06\Apply folder of the 
Data Files for Students. See the inside back cover of this book for instructions on downloading the 
Data Files for Students, or contact your instructor for information about accessing the required fi les. 
This sample HTML fi le contains all of the text for the Course Evaluation Survey Web page shown in 
Figure 6–27. You will add the necessary tags to make the Web page form, as shown in Figure 6–27.

text box

textarea

fi ve sets 
of radio 
buttons

Submit and 
Reset buttons

Figure 6–27

Perform the following tasks:

 1. Using Notepad++, add the HTML code necessary to make the Web page look similar to the one 
shown in Figure 6–27. Controls used in the form include:

a. One text box for Course number

b. Five sets of radio buttons for course evaluation options

c. A textarea box with 3 rows and 80 columns

 2. Add the HTML code to add Submit and Reset buttons.

 3. Use the post method to send an e-mail to email@isp.com.

 4. Save the revised document as apply6-1solution.html.

 5. Validate your HTML code and test all controls.

 6. Print the Web page and HTML.

 7. Submit the solution in the format specifi ed by your instructor.
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Extend Your Knowledge

Extend the skills you learned in this chapter and experiment with new skills.

Creating a Web Page Restaurant Questionnaire
Instructions: Start Notepad++. Create the form by adding the form controls and groupings, as shown 
in the Extend Your Knowledge Web page in Figure 6–28.

Figure 6–28

radio buttons 
and check boxes

legend style 
changed

special character for 
trademark symbol

legend style 
changed

selection 
control

two fi eldset 
groupings

textarea

Perform the following steps:

 1. Using Notepad++, create the Web page, adding any HTML code necessary to make the Web page 
look similar to the one shown in Figure 6–28. The code should include:

a. An h2 heading that includes a special character (Hint: See Appendix F.)

b. Three radio buttons for the number of times the visitor eats out

c. Five check boxes for types of food the visitor eats

d. A selection box with three options for factors that determine where they eat: Price, Proximity to 
home, Quality of food

e. A textarea box with three rows and 60 columns

 2. Add the HTML code necessary to add two groupings with the legends as shown. Use an embedded 
style sheet with classes or inline styles to change the legends to red and italics. Align the fi rst legend 
to the left and the second to the right.
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 3. Add the HTML code necessary to add Submit and Reset buttons.

 4. Save the revised fi le using the fi le name apply6-1solution.html.

 5. Validate your HTML code and test all controls.

 6. Print the revised HTML fi le.

 7. View the Web page in your browser. 

 8. Print the Web page.

 9. Submit the fi les in the format specifi ed by your instructor.

Make It Right

Analyze a document and correct all errors and/or improve the design.

Correcting the Tennis Courts Survey Web Page
Instructions: Start Notepad++. Open the fi le makeitright6-1.html from the Chapter06\MakeItRight 
folder of the Data Files for Students. See the inside back cover of this book for instructions on 
downloading the Data Files for Students, or contact your instructor for information about accessing the 
required fi les. The Web page is a modifi ed version of what you see in Figure 6–29. Make the necessary 
corrections to the Web page to make it look like the fi gure. Use the image tennis.png at the top of the 
Web page to the left of the h2 heading. Save the fi le as makeitright6-1solution.html.

Submit and
Reset buttons

Figure 6–29

radio buttons 
and check boxes

text boxes

textarea

selection control
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In the Lab

Lab 1: Creating a School Bookstore Survey
Problem: The staff of the school bookstore wants to survey students about their book-buying habits 
to determine where they purchase their books. The staff has asked you to create a Web page form that 
contains the questions shown in Figure 6–30.

Figure 6–30

horizontal rule 
to divide page

text boxes

textarea

radio buttons

selection 
control

radio buttons

Instructions: Perform the following steps:
 1. Using Notepad++, create a new HTML fi le with the title Lab 6-1 in the main heading section. Add 

the Web page heading Bookstore Survey at the top of the page.

 2. Create a form and identify the form process using the post method with the action attribute set to 
mailto:email@isp.com.

 3. Add seven text boxes for fi rst name, last name, home or school address, city, state, ZIP, plus e-mail 
address.

 4. Add two radio buttons for users to say whether or not they use the campus bookstore.

 5. Add a selection menu with three options of your choosing (or use Arnie’s Books, Lafollet Shops, and 
University Bookstore) for users to select the bookstore in which they shop, as shown in Figure 6–30.

 6. Create a second set of radio buttons for users to say whether they have purchased books on the 
Internet, as shown in Figure 6–30.

 7. Create a textarea for additional comments and set it to 6 rows and 100 columns.

 8. Add Submit and Reset buttons at the bottom of the Web page form.
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 9. Save the HTML fi le in the Chapter06\IntheLab folder using the fi le name lab6-1solution.html. 
Validate the Web page. Print the HTML fi le.

 10. Open the lab6-1solution.html fi le in your browser and test all controls except the Submit button.

 11. Print the Web page.

 12. Submit the fi les in the format specifi ed by your instructor.

In the Lab

Lab 2: Recording Studio Survey
Problem: Abuizam Recording Studios is looking for information on their customers’ musical tastes. 
They want to know what type of music and radio stations they listen to. The company has asked you to 
create the survey as a Web page form, as shown in Figure 6–31.

Figure 6–31

special character 
for registered 
trademark symbol

fi eldset grouping 
with right-aligned 
legend

textarea

selection control with 
multiple choices at startup

radio buttons

text boxes

check boxes

Instructions: Perform the following steps:
 1. Using Notepad++, create a new HTML fi le with the title, Lab 6-2, in the main heading section.

 2. Create a form and identify the form process using the post method with the action attribute set to 
mailto your e-mail address (if you do not have an e-mail address, use email@isp.com).

 3. Add two text boxes for name and e-mail address, as shown in Figure 6–31.

 4. Add a set of radio buttons and six check boxes for users to select their musical preferences.

 5. Add a selection menu that initially displays four rows and allows multiple input. One of the menu 
options should be selected at startup. Use local radio stations’ call letters and numbers as your options.

Continued >
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 6. Insert a 2-row, 60-column textarea for users to provide additional suggestions.

 7. Add a Submit button and a Reset button at the bottom of the Web page form.

 8. Add the music.png graphic and a registered trademark symbol in the heading, as shown in 
Figure 6–31 on the previous page.

 9. Save the HTML fi le in the Chapter06\IntheLab folder using the fi le name lab6-2solution.html. 
Validate the Web page. Print the HTML fi le.

 10. Open the lab6-2solution.html fi le in your browser and test all controls. Test the Submit button only 
if you used your own e-mail address as the value for the form action attribute.

 11. Print the Web page.

 12. Submit the fi les in the format specifi ed by your instructor.

In the Lab

Lab 3: Using Fieldset Controls to Organize a Form
Problem: Your manager at Horizon Learning has asked you to create a Web page form that novice 
HTML developers can use as a model for a well-designed, user-friendly form. Having created forms for 
several different Web sites, you have learned that using fi eldset controls to group form controls results 
in a well-organized, easily readable form. Create a Web page form that utilizes three fi eldset controls, 
like the one shown in Figure 6–32.

In the Lab continued

Figure 6–32
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Instructions: Perform the following steps:
 1. Using Notepad++, create a new HTML fi le with the title Lab 6-3 in the main heading section.

 2. Add the Web page heading Nested Groupings and Controls Within a Table.

 3. Create a form and identify the form process using the post method with the action attribute set to 
mailto your e-mail address (if you do not have an e-mail address, use email@isp.com).

 4. Add two text boxes for name and e-mail address.

 5. Add two radio buttons, with Choice 2 preselected, as shown in Figure 6–32, together with four 
check boxes with Choice 4 selected.

 6. Add a 5-row, 35-column textarea, as shown in Figure 6–32.

 7. Insert a selection menu with options of Choice 1 through Choice 4. Set the selection menu to 
display three rows and have Choice 1 preselected as the default option.

 8. Add a Submit button that says Submit the Form and a Reset button that says Reset the Form at the 
bottom of the Web page form.

 9. Add three fi eldset controls to group the other form controls, as shown in Figure 6–32. Nest the two 
subgroupings within the main grouping.

 10. Save the HTML fi le in the Chapter06\IntheLab folder using the fi le name lab6-3solution.html. 
Validate the Web page. Print the HTML fi le.

 11. Open the lab6-3solution.html fi le in your browser and test all controls. Test the Submit button only 
if you used your own e-mail address as the value for the form action attribute.

 12. Print the Web page.

 13. Submit the fi les in the format specifi ed by your instructor.

Cases and Places

Apply your creative thinking and problem-solving skills to design and implement a solution.

• EASIER    •• MORE DIFFICULT

• 1: Creating a Travel Form
The marketing director at Getaway Travel asked you to create a Web page form to allow customers to 
request information on the four travel packages offered by the agency: ski & snow, surf & sun, golf & 
spa, and adventure. Using the techniques learned in this chapter, create a Web page form with input 
controls to allow customers to request information on one or more travel packages. By default, have all 
of the travel packages selected on the form. In addition, include input controls for customers to provide 
a mailing address, an e-mail address, and any suggestions for new travel packages. Include Submit and 
Reset buttons and use your e-mail address in the action attribute for the form. After creating the Web 
page, enter information and submit the form. Print the data fi le with the information and indicate 
which name-value pairs are related to which controls on the form.

• 2: Changing a Paper Form to an Online Form
As part of your Web development project, your instructor has asked you to fi nd a text-based form that 
is currently in use by your school, a club, or another organization. Convert this text-based form to a 
Web page form. Start by designing the form on paper, taking into consideration the fi elds that are the 
most appropriate to use for each input area. Once your design is complete, use HTML to develop the 
Web page form. Test the form, and once testing is done, show the form to several people from the 
organization that controls the form. Explain to them why it is better to collect information using a Web 
page form, rather than a printed, text-based form.

Continued >
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•• 3: Collecting Information with a Form
The owners of Sabatina’s Pizza were very excited about their new online order form. There are a few 
limitations to ordering on the form, however. As one example, the appetizers and salads (see Chapter 4) 
are not listed on the form, so no one can order them online. Also, the way the form is set up now, a 
customer can only order one of each item. A customer may want to order two or more of the same type 
of pizza. Analyze these requirements and begin a design that allows customers to order appetizers and 
salads and more than one of each item. Also, think of other ways the form could be improved. (Hint: 
Review other pizza restaurant order forms online.) Put all of your design ideas together and create a 
paper design. After showing this design to your instructor, add the new controls to the form you created 
in this chapter. 

•• 4: Making a Form Easier to Use

Make It Personal
Your uncle’s car club wants to collect information from club members. Search the Internet for two or 
three examples of Web page forms used to collect information from club members. Print the forms 
as examples. If you were the Web developer for these Web sites, how would you update the forms to 
gather more information or make the forms easier to use? Using the example Web pages that you 
have found, draw a sketch of a Web page form design for a car club. Develop the Web page form as 
an example to share with your uncle.

•• 5: Creating a Travel Journal

Working Together
Your team works in the Web development department for a small company in your community. 
You are interested in learning the latest programming techniques so you can stay current with the 
technol ogy. In this chapter, data from a form was sent in a fi le to an e-mail address. The chapter 
mentioned CGI scripts and the PHP and Perl programming languages as better, more secure 
methods to use for processing the information submitted in a form. While CGI scripts and Perl 
programming are beyond the scope of this book, they are important topics to study. Search the Web 
to fi nd additional information about CGI scripts, PHP, and Perl used in conjunction with forms. Try 
to fi nd online tutorials that explain how to use these techniques. What other options are available for 
collecting information online? Develop a Web page that lists links to various Web sites that discuss 
these topics. Under each link, write a brief paragraph explaining the purpose of each Web site and 
why it is important to review.

Cases and Places continued
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